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Abstract – Processing marine-mammal signals for passive oceanic acoustic tomography or species 
classification and monitoring are problems that have recently attracted attention in scientific literature. For 
these purposes, it is necessary to use a method which could be able to extract the useful information about 
the processed data, knowing that the underwater environment is highly non-stationary. In this context, time-
frequency or time-scale methods constitute a potential approach.  
  Practically, it has been observed that the majority of time-frequency structures of the marine-
mammal signals are highly non-linear. This fact affects dramatically the performances achieved by the 
Cohen's class methods, these methods being efficient in the presence of linear time-frequency structures.  
  Fortunately, thanks to the warping operator principle, it is possible to generate other class of time-
frequency representations (TFRs). The new TFRs may analyze non-linear chirp signals better than Cohen's 
class does. In spite of its mathematical elegance, this principle is limited in real applications by two major 
elements. First, as we will see, its implementation leads to a considerable growth of the signal length. 
Consequently, from operational point of view, this principle is limited to short synthetic signals. Secondly, 
the design of a single warping operator can be inappropriate if the analyzed signal is multi-component. 
Furthermore, the choice of “adapted” warping operator becomes a problem when the signal components 
have different time-frequency behaviors.    
  In this paper, we propose a processing method of marine-mammal signals, well adapted to a real 
passive underwater context. The method tries to overcome the two limitations mentioned before. Also, the 
first step consists in data size reducing by the detection of the time-frequency regions of interests (ROIs). 
Furthermore, in each ROI, a technique which combines some typical warping operators is used. The result is 
an analytical characterization of the instantaneous frequency laws of signal components.  
  The simulations on real underwater data show the performances of this method in comparison with 
classical ones.  
Keywords: time-frequency analysis, wavelet transform, high-order statistics, underwater environment, warping 
operators, passive tomography 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Motivation for processing marine-mammal signals stems from increasing interest in the 

behavior of endangered marine mammals, reflected in a number of publications in the scientific 
literature [1,2]. The ultimate goal of the current research in this field is to develop tools for the 
simultaneous localization of mammals and analysis of the emitted signal for species identification 
and monitoring. 

On the other hand, the characterization of underwater environment is a challenging topic, due 
to the richness of the potential information that can be extracted for navigation or communication, 
for example. One of the major methods is the oceanic active tomography [3], which provides an 
environmental characterization using a man-made transmitted signal. Nevertheless, it is possible to 
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imagine the passive tomography concept which will benefit by the generated signals by the natural 
sources (opportunity sources).  

These two applications constitute arguments for the developments of some adequate 
processing tools. In order to detail the purposes of the proposed method, we firstly point out on 
some considerations about classical passive sonar systems. From signal processing point of view, 
the receiver of a passive sonar system is organized as in figure 1 [4]. 

 
Figure 1. Organization of the passive processing of underwater signals 

 
This figure indicates the two signal processing operations involved in a passive sonar system : 

detection and characterization. 
It is well known that the sounds produced by marine mammals have generally a non-

stationary behavior. It ranges from short transients to long tones, with a huge variety of non-linear 
chirp-like structures. Analysis of these sounds needs adapted tools in order to accurately 
characterize the signals in both time and frequency dimensions. In numerous studies [4,5,6] and for 
well-known reasons the spectrogram [7] has been used as the interface between sounds and the 
feature extraction stage. Nevertheless, in many applications, such as passive sonar signal processing 
or speech processing, the spectrogram does not provide enough freedom to the user. When the 
interest is to obtain, via spectrogram, a “nice picture” of the sound a marine mammals actually 
transmits, it is indispensable to be able to choose the good parameter set (window type and length, 
overlapping parameter, etc.). On the other hand, the spectrogram representation is unable to provide 
information describing the auditory perception of this kind of signal. This information is often 
required by the post-processing stages [8]. Therefore, with the notion that the auditory system 
inherently represents acoustic signals in robust manner [9], a promising approach to solve the 
detection of underwater sounds seems to lie in the mimicking of that process. Recent research [9] 
has indicated an analytically appealing model of human auditory processing in its early stages. This 
model is based on the Over-Complete Wavelet Transform (OCWT) [10]. Therefore, the proposed 
detection method is based on the OCWT which leads to signal processing on interest frequency sub-
bands. In each of them, an irregular sampling procedure will be used, in order to adaptively detect 
the signal time-frequency features. On the other hand, the detection stage reduces the size of the 
data applied to the next phase – parameter extraction. Since only the useful parts of the received 
signal are taken into account, the complexity of the characterization procedure is naturally reduced.  

Furthermore, the parameter extraction algorithm will be applied in each detected ROI. In order 
to deal with the non-stationary behavior of the signal belonging to each ROI, the use of time-
frequency representation constitutes a potential approach. Usually [8, 11], the time-frequency (T-F) 
methods belonging to the Cohen’s class [7] are used for the extraction of time-frequency 
information from non-stationary signals. Nevertheless, these methods perform correctly while the 
time-frequency components of the analyzed signal have a linear T-F behavior. More precisely, the 
time-frequency distribution is highly concentrated around the linear instantaneous frequency law 
(IFL). In the case of non-linear IFLs, some artifacts appear, related to the bi-linearity of this class of 
TFRs [7]. The attenuation of these artifacts implies the application of some smoothing functions 
(kernels) in the ambiguity plane. This operation could create some degradation of the quality of 
time-frequency information [7,12]. 

Fortunately, it is possible to generate other class of time-frequency representations which may 
analyze non-linear chirp signals better than Cohen's class does. The technique used to generate the 
non-linear TFR classes is based on the use of warping operators [12]. Generally, this operator is 
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interpreted as a unitary axis deforming. In time-frequency analysis context its application produces 
the “linearization” of the time-frequency behavior of the signal. The application of warping 
technique imposes the knowledge of the time-frequency behavior of the signal. Moreover, if the T-F 
components of the signal have different types of T-F structures (example, Hyperbolic Chirps and 
Linear Chirps) it is necessary to combine several warping operators. In this paper, we propose a 
new method for time-frequency feature extraction based on the signal-dependent selection of some 
warping operators. The aim is to obtain a complete time-frequency description of marine-mammal 
emissions. The examples will illustrate the performances of this method in a real-data context. 

In conclusion, the main purpose of this paper is to propose an alternative solution for both 
detection and parameter extraction stages which are part of a passive sonar system.  

The jointly use of the proposed methods will be illustrated on some real marine –mammal 
emissions.  

The paper is organized in two main parts. The first one – “Passive Detection Methods” deals 
with the problem of detection of the transient parts of the signal. In Section 2 we briefly present the 
OCWT concept and its relation with the auditory modeling. Furthermore, we propose a new method 
for underwater signal detection in a passive context. This method is based on an irregular sampling 
of the time axis, provided by a split and merge algorithm [13]. In Section 3, we will study the 
performances of the new approach using the real underwater mammal emissions. Furthermore, we 
will compare the obtained results with the ones given by two classical methods.  

The second part of the paper is devoted to the “Underwater Signal Characterization”. After a 
short presentation of the warping-based non-linear TFR (Section 4), we introduce, in section 5, a 
parameter extraction method based on the combination of several time-frequency warping 
operators. The jointly use of the new detection and parameter extraction methods is illustrated, via 
some examples, in the Section 6. Section 7 - "Conclusion and Perspectives" - highlights the 
significance of the results and the realistic perspectives. 

 

PART 1. PASSIVE DETECTION METHODS 
 

2. PASSIVE DETECTION METHOD BASED ON OVER COMPLETE WAVELET TRANSFORM 
 

Human auditory system has a remarkable capacity for acoustic signal detection and 
interpretation. In the last years, many works tried to design a similar artificial system, based on the 
mimic of the physical phenomena which occurs in a human auditory system. 

When a signal enters the ear it creates a pattern of activity (displacement) along the basilar 
membrane [9]. This membrane has a length and, hence, a spatial axis (indexed by s) associated with 
it which extends from its base (s=0) towards its apex (s>0). The magnitude of activity at any 
particular spatial location, s, on the membrane may be modeled as the output of a linear (bandpass) 
filter with an impulse response hs(·). Because of the physical nature of the membrane, the filters {hs 
: s > 0} are related in a special way. Physically, this is reflected by the fact that the basilar 
membrane provides a logarithmic mapping of the acoustic spectrum. One might think of the basilar 
membrane as acting like a bank of bandpass filters where the center frequency of the filter Hs(·) is 
related logarithmically to s. As it is shown in [9], this type of relationship can be described nicely in 
terms of wavelet transformation (see [14], for complete references). In its continuous form, the 
wavelet transform is expressed as :  
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an infinity of possible sampling procedure of the CWT, the term discrete wavelet transform (DWT) 
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is commonly used to mean the one associated with the dyadic sampling lattice (a0=2). For a0 lower 
than 2 we get the Over Complete Wavelet Transform (OCWT). 

From computational point of view, the OCWT is implemented in two stages : 
I. First, we decompose the signal with a linear filter bank structure (an example is given in 
figure 2.a). The impulse responses of the filter bank are determined by the analyzing wavelet g and 
the scale parameter a0. The filtering stage result is mathematically stated as : 
 

( ) ( )( )tgDxatxOCWT ag
*
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  Here a0 is a scaling index which controls the overlapping between the filter transfer functions 
(figure 2.b). For a0=2, we obtain the filter bank structure used for the DWT computation. A filter 
bank example is shown in 2.b., using the Morlet’s wavelet as the analyzing function : 
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where γb and γc are the bandwidth and the frequency center of the Fourier transform of g.   

 
Figure 2. Comparison between filter banks at different scales  

 
II.    In the second stage we will sample the signal issued from the filter bank. We take into account 
the samples at discrete times given by {tm,n} (figure 2.a).  

Mathematically, OCWT may be interpreted as the CWT sampled version of the signal by a 
non-dyadic structure. Usually, we use the semi-logarithmic regular sampling, given by [10] : 

 

( ) { } { }Γ ∆ ∆ ∆
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The parameter a0 controls the filter overlapping, and, implicitly, the redundancy degree. If 
a0<2, the wavelet function set will be a frame : the reconstruction is not perfect but we can adapt 
our distribution to the signal singularities. This can be done by non-uniformly sampling the signal 
issued from each sub-band, according to its characteristics.  

Generally speaking, there are some advantages to adopt a non-uniform sampling strategy in a 
representation. Many of these advantages are inherited from the ability of a non-uniform sampling 
to be sensitive to signal time-frequency behaviors [10]. The theoretical framework of the non-
uniform sampling strategies is presented in [15] and some applications (for noise suppression, 
digital communication, compression, etc.) are presented in [10]. In this section we propose a new 
passive detection method based on a non-uniform sampling technique in a noisy environment. This 
technique sets different weights to signal samples, according to its statistic properties.  

It is well known [13] that the non-gaussian wavelet coefficients provide a large value of the 
fourth order statistic cumulant (kurtosis). On the other hand, the noise coefficients, which have 
usually a gaussian probability density function, are characterized by a small value of the kurtosis. 
The kurtosis allows us to discriminate between the useful (transitory) and useless (noise) parts of 
the signal. This principle, illustrated in the next figure, will be applied for signals issued from each 
OCWT sub-band.  
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Figure 3. The non-uniform sampling procedure for sub-band i  

 
In the above figure we present the principle of the non-uniform sampling procedure. Initially, 

the waveform issued from the i th-channel of the OCWT filter bank is uniformly partitioned in equal 
length intervals Ik composed each one by N samples. For each of them the value of kurtosis is 
estimated, using the following relation [16] : 
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Using these values, we apply an iterative Split & Merge algorithm in order to establish the 
optimal partition. For each two adjacent intervals Ik and Ik+1, we test the following condition : 

 
 
 

(6) 
 
 
 

where µs is a threshold computed for each sub-band as presented below.  
The H0 hypothesis states that there is no useful part of signal in the considered intervals. More 

precisely, since the kurtosis values of both intervals are inferior to µs we assume that only the noise 
is presented in the considered intervals. Therefore, these ones will be merged (fusion operation). 
The kurtosis of the new interval will be chosen as the maximum from the kurtosis of the intervals. 
This over-estimation of the kurtosis minimizes the effect of the estimation errors [13].      

Alternatively, the H1 hypothesis states that one or both intervals contains useful parts of signal 
and will be conserved. The algorithm runs until no fusion is possible.   

Since the noise is generally colored, the OCWT coefficients issued from each sub-band have 
different energies, according to their places in the frequency domain [13]. This justifies the use of 
kurtosis instead of 4th order cumulant : the kurtosis will normalize the coefficients in each sub-band. 
Therefore, the estimation being normalized, the variance of kurtosis estimator, in the case of a noise 
with a variance σ2does not depend on σ. The expression of variance is [17] : 
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where a0 is the scale index. Consequently, the threshold sµ  in (6) is expressed, for the sub-band s, 

as 

N
aµ s

s
24

1

1
0α−

=          (9) 
 

where α is the confidence degree, N is the signal length and s the sub-band index 
(s=1..Number_of_subbands). This threshold is obtained from the maximization of the confidence 
intervals [13]. It guaranties its availability in the case of short adjacent intervals.   
  Finally, applying the Split&Merge algorithm, we obtain an optimal partition (figure 3) and 
and its kurtosis values. The obtained curve weights the samples of the supposed waveform, ensuring 
an non-uniform sampling of this one : the samples associated to transient parts of signal will be 
"highlighted", whereas the ones associated to the noise will be shrunk. This effect is illustrated in 
the figure 4. We consider two chirps atoms (both on 128 samples), mixed with real underwater 
noise (SNR=6.02 dB). After the OCWT (the number of sub-bands is about 128) we apply the 
method to the waveform from each channel. The values of kurtosis for the optimal partition provide 
an optimal sampling grid which improves the representation quality. Repeating the same algorithm 
for all OCWT channels, we obtain a two-dimensional non-uniform sampling grid which leads to the 
detection of time-frequency regions-of interest (ROIs) (figure 4). On the other hand, by unifying the 
kurtosis curves for all sub-bands and for all temporal position, we obtain the detection curve in both 
time and frequency domains. This curve provides an information about temporal localization of the 
transient parts of the signals.  

 
Figure 4. Detection of the time-frequency ROIs, using the OCWT and the non-uniform sampling procedure 

 

 With the principle described in this section, the passive detector scheme is organized as shown 
in the figure 5.  

 
Figure 5. Passive detector based on Irregular Sampling of OCWT (OCWT-IS) 
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 The received underwater signal passes trough a filter bank, designed to cover the interest 
frequency domain. In our case, since the real signals we used for the experiments were sampled at 
44.1 kHz, the useful frequency range is about 100-20 kHz. Nevertheless, the detection method 
performs in the same way for an arbitrary frequency range. Using an OCWT filter bank, this 
domain is partitioned in Ns sub-bands. The filters of this bank are overlapped, in order to ensure the 
conservation of global time-frequency information [10].  
 The signal issued from each sub-band filter is analyzed with the procedure described in (6). 
The purpose is to distinguish, in the considered band, the useful parts of the received signal. 
Furthermore, using the “Split & Merge” procedure (relation 6), we obtain a non-uniform sampling 
grid adapted to the sub-band representation of the signal. The sets of the sampling grids associated 
to the sub-bands form the time-frequency regions of interest.  
   

3. PERFORMANCES OF PROPOSED DETECTOR  

In this section we compare the proposed passive detector with some other detectors. We will 
present comparatively the results of the detection obtained by the method introduced in the previous 
sections (OCWT-IS – OCWT and irregular sampling) and two classical passive detectors based on 
the following methods : Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) [5] and the signal decomposition on 
the Local Cosine Basis (LCB) [13]. This last method decomposes the signal in a local cosine basis. 
The choice of the best basis involves a split and merge algorithm, similar to the one presented 
previously. This concept has been generalized in the section 2 by the “Split and merge” algorithm 
applied to each sub-band response. 
 As test data set, we used the signal emitted by a Tursiops Truncatus and recorded in the 
Marineland site [29] located in South of France. The sampling frequency is 44.1 kHz and we have 
taken into account an observation of 5.92 seconds. The receiver frequency range was .025-23 kHz. 
 As a performance measure, the receiver operating characteristics (ROC) are computed. Recall 
that the ROC is a collection of curves describing the probability of detection as a function of the 
probability of false alarm for a set of different signal to noise ratio (SNR). Figure 6 displays the 
ROCs generated for three SNR values : 5, 3, 1 dB using the methods previously enumerated.  

 
Figure 6. ROCs for detection schemes : a. SNR = 5 dB; b. SNR = 3 dB; c. SNR = 1 dB 
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 Obviously, the results indicate that the OCWT based method (for a0=1.12) outperforms a 
good detection performance in all the cases. Firstly, we obtain an acceptable value for the detection 
probability, even for a SNR close to 0 dB. Secondly, the false alarm level is lower than the values 
generated by the first two methods. Both of these facts demonstrate the superiority of the OCWT-IS 
based detector. 

The good performances of the OCWT-IS detector relatively to the two other methods are 
explained as following. In the case of the STFT based method, the parameters and the detection 
threshold are selected before the simulations and maintained constant during the experiments. Since 
the experiment conditions were changing (for example, the noise parameters were different for each 
trial), the performances of the STFT based detector decreased much faster than the ones of the 
OCWT-IS. On the other hand, the use of a regular time-frequency partition does not allow efficient 
extracting of the signal characteristics. 

The second detector, based on the LCB decomposition, performs better than the STFT based 
detector. This can be explained by the Split&Merge-based algorithm for best basis extraction who 
adapts the time-frequency partition with respect to signal characteristics. Nevertheless, the dyadic 
sampling grid is inherently less robust in a noised environment than a non-dyadic one [10]. It 
explains the superiority of the OCWT-IS based detector illustrated also by the statistical detection 
performances.      

Another comparison criterion is the quality of the ROI’s time-frequency information. This 
criterion is very important while the quality of ROI information has a critical implication for the 
next stage – the feature extraction. As we will see in the next sections, if the ROIs are correctly 
extracted the feature extraction will be successfully performed from both operational and efficiency 
points of view. 

To study comparatively the three methods, let consider a sequence of a real underwater sound. 
We start with the results provided by the spectrogram and the LCB-based detectors.  

 
Figure 7. ROIs detection using the spectrogram, LCB and OCWT-IS  –based methods 
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 As a reference measure we consider the “ideal” ROIs, defined in the figure 7 as the time-
frequency rectangles bounded by the dashed lines who represent the start/stop coordinates of the 
useful parts of the signal. The horizontal lines represents the spectrum limits whereas the vertical 
ones are associated to the time supports of the analyzed signal. The detected ROIs are represented 
by solid gray rectangles.  
 In the case of spectrogram-based detector (figure 7.a), we have used a Kaiser-type analysis 
window of size 79. We observe that the detected ROIs are larger, in the frequency direction, than 
the ideal ones. This is due to the Heisenberg’s principle and, consqently, to the trade-off  between 
time and frequency resolution. The best trade-off is difficult to be done and it depends on the 
optimal choice of spectrogram parameters. 
 In the case of LCB (Split&Merge)-based detector (figure 7.b) the time-frequency resolution is 
improved. Neverthless, due to the Split & Merges algorithm, the time supports are not well matched 
in the detected ROIs.        

Finally, we present the results obtained in the case of OCWT-IS-based detector (figure 7.c). It 
can be observed that the detected ROIs are close to the ideal time-frequency partitions associated to 
useful parts of the signals. The used filter bank is illustrated in figure 7.d : we considered a 128  
Morlet-type filters and an overlapping degree a0=1.02. In these conditions the ROIs are well 
detected. Therefore, the signal components are well conserved and it will ensure the good 
performances for feature extraction stage as shown in the next section.  
 For the signal considered in the previous example, the OCWT-IS performs also the separation 
of the three component of the signal. Nevertheless, if the time-frequency components are close, 
having the same supports in time and frequency domains, the complete separation is impossible. 
This phenomenon is illustrated in the next figure, using a sound generated by a long-finned pilot 
whale (Globicephala melas). The sampling frequency is 44.1 kHz and we have taken into account 
an observation of 5.92 seconds. The results are also presented for the three detectors with the same 
parameters as in the previous example.  

 
Figure 8. Detection results for a Globicephala melas emission 
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In the case of this test signal, the detected ROIs contain many time-frequency components 
enclosed in the same T-F ROI.  

We close this section with some remarks about the operational aspects. The proposed detector 
OCWT-IS is well adapted to a real passive context : the detection is performed without any 
information about the received signal. On the other hand, the detection is automatically done : there 
is only one parameter to set – the confidence interval. Practically, the performance tests have been 
done with a pre-defined value 85%. Therefore, in practical context, the method can be considered as 
completely adaptive. The examples provided for two real marine-mammal observations show that 
the OCWT-IS successfully performs without any changes of the filter bank structure. 

 

PART 2. UNDERWATER SIGNAL CHARACTERIZATION  
 

4. THE PRINCIPLE OF WARPING-BASED TIME -FREQUENCY REPRESENTATIONS 

The examples illustrated in the previous section show that, in real cases, the underwater 
signals are characterized by three items (figure 7, 8). Firstly, signals are particularly non-stationary. 
Therefore, it explains the interest for time-frequency methods. Secondly, the time-frequency 
features of the signals are generally non-linear. Thirdly, a ROI can contain many time-frequency 
structures with a different T-F structure.  

In this section we will study a class of methods to deal with the non-linear behavior of time-
frequency structures of the analyzed signals. We will see that, in spite of its theoretical potential, 
this method is limited when a given ROI contains many T-F structures. A possible approach will be 
proposed in the section 5. 

At this stage we consider the problem of time-frequency representation of a signal having 
non-linear T-F structures. 

Typical time-frequency analysis, imposed by the non-stationarity of the sounds generated by 
the marine-mammals, involves the use of Cohen’s class members such as the spectrogram or the 
Wigner-Ville Distribution - WVD [11] or wavelet-based methods [8]. While these methods are 
natural for signals containing pulse, sinusoidal, linear chirps, there are many other signal classes 
that are not well described in terms of time, frequency or scale. It is also the case of the majority of 
underwater signal classes. Matching these types of signals requires new joint distribution with 
different instantaneous frequency and group delay localization properties. One of the most known 
techniques is the unitary similarity transformations. This type of transformations provides a simple 
powerful tool for generating new classes of joint distributions based on concepts different from 
time, frequency and scale [12]. These new signal representations focus on the critical characteristics 
of large classes of signals, and, hence, prove to be useful for representing and processing signals 
that are not well matched by current techniques. Actually, it is possible to construct (via unitary 
transformation) distributions that match almost any one-to-one group delay or instantaneous 
frequency characteristics. One of the most known unitary transforms is the axis transformation [12], 
defined for a signal s(t) as an operator U on L2(ℜ), whose effect is given by  

     ( )( ) ( ) ( )1/ 2
s t w t s w t=   U �      (10) 

 

where w is a smooth, one-to-one function comprising a large subclass of unitary transformations 
([12]). The term w�  stands for the first derivative of the function w. The functions ( ) tw t e= and 

( ) ( )sgn , 0
k

w t t t k= ≠  provide examples of useful warping functions ([18], [19]). Generally, these 

functions are chosen to ensure the “linearization” of a signal time-frequency behavior. 
Consequently, for a signal expressed as  
 

( ) ( )02 ( )j f t m ts t e π β−=       (11) 
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(where m(t) is the frequency modulation law and β is the rate of modulation), the associated 
warping function is given by [20] : 

( ) ( )1w t m t−=             (12) 
  

 The application of this operator produces the linearization of the time-frequency content. The 
following example illustrates this property. For the signal given by  
 

( ) 1.32 (0.38 0.02 )j t ts t e π −=       (13) 
 

the associated warping function can be defined as [19] 
 

( )
1

1.3w t t=       (14) 
 

 In the next figure the effect of the corresponding warping operator in the time frequency plane 
is plotted. The WVD of the original signal (figure 9, middle part) illustrates the presence of the 
cross terms which is caused by the non-linearity of its IFL (figure 9). Application of the warping 
operator (14) linearizes the time-frequency content of the original signals as indicated in figure 9  
(left subplot). Consequently, the time warping operator effect consists in transforming a non-linear 
frequency modulation in a tone. In the case of the frequency warping (figure 9, right side), 
linearization is done in a dual manner : a non-linear frequency modulation becomes a pulse. 
According to the concepts introduced in [7] and [12] the linearization is achieved by computing the 
WVD for the new time and frequency coordinates, given by the general expression (15).   

 
Figure 9. The time-frequency effect of the signal warping 

 
 Linearization of the time-frequency content, provided by signal warping, is materialized by 
taking the WVD of the transformed signal (figure 9, left side). 
 The new time-frequency coordinates are related to the standard ones via [12]  
 

( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )

1

1

; for time warping operator

; for frequency warping operator

t w t f fw w t

t tw w f f w f

−

−

= = −

= = −

�� �

�� �
  (15) 

  

where w-1 is the inverse function of w and 1w−�  represents its first derivative. In the case of 
frequency warping operators, the deformation function w is applied in the frequency domain. To 
specify its application in the spectral domain, this operator is often denoted by ŵ .  
  As exemplified in figure 9, the effect of warping operator is the linearization of time-
frequency structure of the analyzed signal. This linearization is materialized in the time-frequency 
plan by computing the TFR of the warped signal. Usually, the TFRs of the Cohen’s class (CTFR) 
are used. The general form of the CTFR is : 
 

( ) ( ) ( )2* 2, ,
2 2

j f tj t
xCTFR t f x t x t e dt e d dπ τ ξπξτ τ φ τ ξ τ ξ− +    = − +    

    
∫∫ ∫   (16) 
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where * 2

2 2
j tx t x t e dtπξτ τ   − +   

   
∫  is the ambiguity function of the signal x. The weighting function 

φ(τ,ξ), called kernel of the distribution, determines completely the properties of the CTFR. 
Different choices for the kernel function φ  yield widely different time-frequency representations.  

Finally, the warped-based TFR (WTFR) is obtained by unwarping the coordinates of the 
CTFR [12] using the following formula :  

 

( ) ( ) ( )( )( )1 1, ,w
s WsWTFR t f CTFR w t fw w t− −= �       (17) 

 

  The unwarping procedure consists in transforming the coordinates of the WVD image 
according to the real time and frequency coordinates (for example figure 9, left side). The result is a 
cross-terms free time-frequency distribution, providing a correct concentration of the energy across 
the theoretical instantaneous frequency law. The lack of cross-terms is explained by the linearity of 
the unwarping transform applied on a cross-term-free 2D data (i.e., the WVD of warped signal). 
This main property of the warping-based TFR is illustrated in the next figure for the signal given in 
(13).      
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 10. Warping-based TFR vs Wigner-Ville distribution 
 
 In spite of its elegance, the principle of the warping-based time-frequency analysis is limited 
for real data context. Actually, there are two major limitations. 
 Firstly, the implementation scheme [21] of the warping operators involves a drastic increasing 
of the signal length. The increasing of sample number, performed by a zero padding operation, is 
imposed by the interpolation procedure. This one produces new signal values associated to the new 
warped coordinates. In [21], it is shown that a ten-time increasing of the signal size is necessary to 
obtain a sufficient accurate estimation of the new warped signal values. Since the warping-based 
TFR principle supposes the computation of a Cohen’s class distribution of the warped signal, the 
increasing of the signal size leads to serious problems in the case of real data, represented by a large 
number of samples. In this context, a potential solution is to analyze only the signal components 
bounded by the time-frequency ROIs. Therefore, the solution we adopted to overcome this 
limitation is to analyze the signal of the detected ROIs by the method previously presented. 
 Secondly, as it was observed in section 3, the marine-mammal sounds generally contain many 
non-linear time-frequency structures. The warping-based time-frequency analysis of these types of 
structures imposes firstly the separation and the characterization of each time-frequency component. 
Nevertheless, this operation constitutes a very difficult one because it must to be done in a passive 
context (i.e., there is no any a priori information about the time-frequency structures). 
 One possible method was proposed in [22] for marine-mammal sounds. The involved technique is 
based on the signal decomposition on an extended basis function dictionary that can accurately 
represent a multiple TF structure signal, even for the non-linear case [23]. This dictionary contains 
different frequency modulation (FM) chirps 
 

( ) ( )2, j c tt e π ξψ θ =            (18) 
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which is uniquely specified by its FM rate c,  its monotonic phase function ξ(t) and the parameter 
set [ ]0 0, , ,t f c dθ =  (which contains the time and frequency centres, chirp rate and signal duration, 

respectively). The dictionary may contain the following FM chirps : sinusoids (( ) tt =ξ ), linear 

chirps ( ( ) 2tt =ξ ) or k-power FM (PFM) chirps (( ) ktt =ξ ). 
 Using this extended dictionary and a projection algorithm ("Matching Pursuit" [24], for 
example) we can obtain an optimal approximation for a given signal as a sum of the corresponding 
basis function, weighted by the decomposition coefficients. These coefficients are obtained by the 
inner product between the signal and the associated basis functions. This approximation leads to an 
adaptive time-frequency representation of the analyzed signal [23]. On the other hand, the signal 
can be "parameterized" by the basis function features (c and ξ(t)), achieving also a data set for 
signal characterization.  
 Nevertheless, in order to achieve good analysis performances, the dictionary size must be 
very large. More precisely, the method proposed in [23] is based on an extended dictionary 
composed by a set of individual dictionaries associated to the modulation types. Obviously, the 
dictionary grows with the number of the considered modulations.   

For example, the dictionary involved in the example illustrated in [22] contains 20,971,520 
elementary functions (knowing that 10 modulation types have been considered). Consequently, 
some computational difficulties appear when such number of elementary functions must be 
managed in a sequential manner (as proposed in [23]).  

On the other hand, the size of the required dictionary can be reduced considering only the 
signal within the detected ROIs. For example, in the case of the second detected ROI in figure 8, the 
parameter t0 will be searched only in the interval [3.3,3.8]sec instead of [0,6]sec if all the signal 
samples are considered. For the same precision P, the number of parameters t0 we are looking for 
are 0.5/P and 6/P, respectively. We remark that in the case of the ROI signal processing, the number 
of the t0 is 30 times smaller than in the case of processing of all signal samples.  
 In the next section we propose an alternative method which is based on signal component 
separation using different warping operators. This method will be exemplified in the case of the 
signal emitted by a long-finned pilot whale.  
 

5. WARPING-BASED SIGNAL DECOMPOSITION  
 

 In the previous section we have presented the warping technique principle and its application 
for warping-based time-frequency representation. We have seen that the implementation of warping 
operators involves some assumptions concerning the nature of the analyzed time-frequency 
structures (relation 13). Moreover, the warping-based TFR is obtained by processing the time-
frequency distribution of the warped signal (relation 17), and, consequently, the size of the analyzed 
signal cannot be arbitrarily large. Since the size problem is partially solved by the ROIs detection 
procedure, the knowledge of the signal time-frequency nature remains a real difficulty in the 
context of signal analysis via non-linear TFR. 
 In this section we propose a new method for feature extraction which is applied to the signal 
of previously detected ROIs. The method is based on the application, in a parallel manner, of many 
warping operators. Hence, for each issued signal representation; we look for linear time-frequency 
structures. In fact, applying the warping operation, the T-F components having a T-F behavior 
associated to the warping law become linear chirp-like components. These new structures can be 
estimated by chirplet transform principle [25], implemented, for example, by Matching Pursuit 
method [24].  
 To illustrate the features of the new method, Warping–based Signal Decomposition (WSD), 
let consider the following expression for a signal belonging to the ROI k : 
 

( ) ( )

1

ROI :
Ci

i

i

N
C
j

C j

k s t s
=

=∑∑      (19) 
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where {Ci} is the set of the time-frequency structure types (classes) and ( ){ }iC
js  is the set of signal 

component having a Ci-type time-frequency behavior. Ci can denote the hyperbolic frequency 
modulation (HFM) class [18], kth order Power Frequency Modulation (PFM) [19], linear chirp class, 
etc.

iCN  is the number of Ci-type time-frequency structures which compose s(t).  

 We consider {W i} – the family of warping operators associated to the classes {Ci}. The 
effect of the application of an element of this family, W i, on s(t) is the linearization of time-

frequency structures corresponding to ( ){ }iC
js : 

( ) ( )0,

warping operator associated to 

Ci
js

chirp

i

WVD t f f ct f

C

δ
 
 → − +
 
 

→

iW

iW

�����      (20) 

 

 Therefore, the components which become chirp signals in the new representation space form 

the Ci-type signal subset (denoted by { };iC
i jSbC s= � ). They can be obtained by estimating the 

iCN  

chirps ( ){ }
1,

,
Ci

k
k N

tψ θ
=

and modulating these functions with the associated modulation operator :  
 

( ) ( )( ), ; 1,...,i

i

C
j Cs t t j Nψ θ= =iM�       (21) 

 

 The estimation of the chirplet functions can be performed by a Matching Pursuit-based 
method [24]. In fact, the idea is to search iteratively, for the W i warped version of the signal, the 
local best matched functions, selected from a dictionary.   
 

( ) ( )
0 0

ˆ max , ,

ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ, , ,

s t t

t f c d

θ
θ ψ θ

θ

=

 =  

iW
     (22) 

 

 The parameter set, 0 0
ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ, , ,t f c dθ  =   , contains the estimation of time and frequency centres 

chirp rate and signal duration, respectively. Generally, in order to estimate correctly the chirp-like 
components of a signal, the dictionary must be large enough. Nevertheless, using as a priori 
information the detected ROIs parameters, the dictionary size can be considerably reduced [22].  
 Using a battery of warping operators and a Matching Pursuit-based Chirplet Estimation 
(MPCE) procedure, we can estimate all parameters of signal components. The WSD method is 
illustrated in the figure 11.    

 
Figure 11. Warping-based Signal Decomposition diagram 
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 The warping operators are implemented according to the desired warping law [21] and the 
parameters of ROIs (the time and frequency centres, time and frequency supports). These 
parameters are also used to pre-define the chirplet dictionary. Furthermore, the algorithm is 
parallelized in M braches, where M is the number of T-F behaviour types of interest. After the 
application of W i, all the Ci time-frequency components of the signal will be linearized and the 
others will have an arbitrary shapes. Consequently, in each branch, looking (via MPCE algorithm) 
for linear T-F structures, the components W is(t) will be well matched, thanks to their linear T-F 
structures. For the other structures, even if they are more energetic, the chirplet decomposition 
coefficients will be smaller than the ones corresponding to the chirplet structures.  
 The parallel organization of this algorithm allows reduction of the required dictionary size. 
It avoids the sequential exploration of the signal using several dictionary types as proposed in [23]. 
By working with a parallel scheme, the warped signal corresponding to each branch is projected on 
the same chirplet dictionary. In other words, only one dictionary is required. Comparing with the 
method proposed in [23] it is equivalent with the dictionary size reducing  

In practical applications [24] the choice of the number of searched chirplet functions 
constitutes a complex problem. If a small dictionary is considered, some of signal time-frequency 
structures could not be modelled. This is due to the fact that the corresponding basis functions (that 
would match these structures) don’t belong to the dictionary. At opposite, in case of a large 
dictionary, the computation time will increase since a large number of functions will be taken into 
account. Since we have no idea about how the processed signal looks like, the choice of dictionary 
could be set up according to the application. In our case, since we are interested in signal feature 
extraction, it is appropriate to oversize this parameter. 

Finally, the estimations obtained from each branch are used to generate, by the inverse 
warping operation, the corresponding T-F components. Naturally, the component number being 
oversized, the number of estimated components will be lager than the real one. Consequently, the 
WSD algorithm finishes with a post-operation analysis in order to identify the real T-F components 
of the analyzed signal. As depicted in the figure 11, we propose the computing of the matching 
degrees between the signal and all the estimated components, given by the following function : 

 

( ) ijij ts ψλ iM,=      (23) 
 

Analyzing the variation of the values λij, by a conjugate gradient method [26], we can estimate 
the number of components of each time-frequency non-linearity types. However, if some inherent 
errors occur, the artifacts (i.e. the retained components which do not belong to the analyzed signal) 
will have relative small contributions on the signal modelling.  

Therefore, after the WSD performing, the signal is modelled as  
 

( ) ( )( )∑∑
=

=
i

iC

C

N

j
ijij tts

~

1

~ ψλ iM      (24) 

 

where ( )( )tijψiM  is the signal estimated component, completely characterized by the parameters of 

associated chirps signal (time and frequency centres, bandwidth and duration) and the instantaneous 
frequency law provided by the M i. 
 To estimate the frequency tones a spectral estimation method [27] (MUSIC, for example) can 
be applied on the residual signal. The complete signal characterization is also expressed as : 
 

( ) ( )( )∑ ∑∑ +=
=i

k
iC

C

tfj
k

N

j
ijij etts πλψλ 2

~

1
iM~     (25) 

 

where {fk} are the frequency estimations of the tones existing in the signal T-F structure. 
  In order to show the performing of the WSD algorithm we consider a synthetic signal composed by 
three frequency modulations.    
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Figure 12. Warping-based Signal Decomposition for a synthetic signal 

 
  The battery of the warping operators used for this example contains the power warping operators of 
orders k=0.1÷0.9. The parameters of the three time-frequency components are accurately estimated as 
indicated in the figure 12. In the same time, the time-frequency representation provided by the WSD avoids 
the resolution problems of the spectrogram conserving also the information about the true time-frequency 
content of the signal. 
  Furthermore, we exemplify the proposed WSD algorithm in the case of a real underwater data 
extracted from a ROI. As a test signal we consider the second arrival of the Globicephala Melas emission 
(figure 9). The battery of the warping operators contains the following elements : 
- the power frequency warping operators [19] 

 

kt /1=kt
W          (26) 

of orders k=0.1, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8. These warping operators are associated to the instantaneous 
frequency law of type tk.  
-  the logarithmic frequency operator [18] 

)exp(t=logW       (27) 

which corresponds to logarithmic frequency modulations log(t). 
 The processing algorithm is depicted in the next figure. 

 
Figure 13. WSD algorithm for characterization of a marine-mammal emission 

 
  After the signal transformations according to each warping operator, the chirplet estimation 
is performed. For each signal transformation, we estimate 8 chirplet functions. This number has 
been experimentally chosen since for the tests that have been done it provides an accurate 
estimation.  
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 The matching degrees, estimated with (23), provide information about the components that are 
parts of signal. Using the residual signal, we estimate the tone components of the signal. 
 In the next figure we show the time-frequency representation of one of the ROI detected by 
the OCWT-IS algorithm (figure 8).  
 

 
Figure 14. TFR of the considered ROI 

 
 Obviously, the time-frequency representation of the detected signal provides only general 
information about its time-frequency behavior. For this signal, the results of warping operators and 
the estimation of the chirplet components are illustrated in the figure 15.   

 
Figure 15. Globicephala Melas emission processing using WSD algorithm 
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 The left subplots illustrate the WVDs of the signals obtained after the warping operators 
composing the WSD scheme (figure 11). The time-frequency complexity and the noise existing in 
the analyzed ROI do not permit to distinguish, using the information provided by the WVD, the 
signal T-F components. For each branch, the signal approximation by chirplet function (MPCE) is 
represented in the middle subplots. Each warped signal will be approximated by eight chirplet 
functions using the algorithm proposed in [28].  

 In the case of power warping of orders 0.6, 0.5, 0.4 we observe that one dominant linear T-F 
component appears. It is also traduced in the distribution of the decomposition coefficients, 
depicted, for each branch, in the right side of figure 15. The largest coefficient corresponds to the 
major chirplet function. The existence of this dominant chirplet coefficient indicates that it 
corresponds to the power frequency modulations of order 0.6, 0.5 and 0.4, respectively. The other 
chirplets functions, which are less energetic, correspond to different PFM types. This is given by the 
amplitude of the associated coefficients and by analyzing comparatively the results for the orders 
0.6, 0.5, 0.4. The linear chirplets (approximating a PFM), which are connected, do not appear in the 
decomposition associated to the correct warping operator. Therefore, three components are 
estimated : a 0.6th order PFM, a 0.5th order PFM and 0.4th order PFM. The other parameters are 
given by the elements of estimated chirplet functions. For example, in the case of the PFM t0.6, the 
chirplet function obtained by the corresponding warping is characterized by the following 
parameters : duration D=0.35 sec, a bandwidth B=4.82 kHz, a time centre t0=3.62 sec and the 
frequency centre f0=2.41 kHz. The relationship between the parameters of the chirplet function and 
the associated non-linear T-F structure is a consequence of the unitary property which characterizes 
the warping operators.    

 For the other warped signals, the decomposition coefficients are energetically reduced. On the 
other hand, the T-F representations of the estimated chiplets do not contain a dominant chirplet 
function (all 8 chirplets are represented and the decomposition coefficients have a reduced dynamic 
– figure 15). Consequently, the analyzed signal does not contain the assumed non-linear T-F 
natures.   
 Finally, the residual signal is estimated. Applying the MUSIC method we estimate the tone 
components existing in the signal structure. In the figure 16, the MUSIC pseudo spectrum and the 
time-frequency distribution of the remained tone are represented. 

 
Figure 16. Processing of residual signal  

 
  The pseudo-spectrum, evaluated by MUSIC method, indicates the existence of a single tone 
component, located to the frequency 8.5 kHz.  
  After the estimation of all searched components, the combination of the adapted TFR of 
each extracted components provides the global time-frequency representation of the analyzed 
signal.  
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  The issued T-F image constitutes the non-parametric information provided by the WSD 
algorithm. For the signal extracted from the detected ROI illustrated in figure 14, the global TFR is 
depicted in the figure 17. 

  

Figure 17. Global TFR of the considered test signal 
 
  The issued time-frequency image provides a correct representation of the T-F components of 
the analyzed signal. Moreover, the obtained representation is cross-terms free and uncorrupted by 
any artefacts (noise, false components, etc). 
  On the other hand, this algorithm furnishes a parametric description of T-F components of 
signal. Therefore, these components can be expressed by the corresponding instantaneous frequency 
laws (IFL). For the considered test signal, the estimated IFLs (represented in figure 17) of 
components are expressed as : 
 

( )[ ] [ ]1 8.55; 3.3,3.42 sec .t kHz tξ = ∈                                    (29.a) 

( ) [ ]0.6
2 [ ] 8.57 0.0054 ; 3.45,3.8 sec.t kHz t tξ = − ⋅ ∈     (29.b) 

( ) [ ]0.5
3 [ ] 17.3 0.018 ; 3.43,3.8 sec.t kHz t tξ = − ⋅ ∈     (29.c) 

( ) [ ]0.4
4 [ ] 19.2 0.035 ; 3.4,3.75 sec.t kHz t tξ = − ⋅ ∈       (29.d) 

 

  The analytical estimation of the IFLs provides useful information for the further processing 
stage. The parameters of these IFLs constitute the extracted feature of the analyzed signal and they 
could be used for signal identification, classification or signal characteristic tracking.  
  In conclusion, the method proposed in this section, based on the exploration of the warped 
versions of the analyzed signal (Warping based Signal Decomposition), provides a correct and rich 
information about the studied process. The correct means that the most important T-F components 
of the analyzed signal are characterized. Of course, some components may be lost, but, as it was 
illustrated by the previous example, the most representative T-F structures of the signal are 
extracted. On the other hand, the information is rich, because we obtain a lot of parameters, such as, 
modulation type, bandwidth, duration, location in time, etc.  
  In the next section we will illustrate more results obtained for real marine-mammal signals.  
    

6.  RESULTS FOR REAL DATA  
 

In this section we present the results provided by the algorithm proposed previously. Three 
marine-mammal signals are the subjects of our test. The first one is an emission of a Tursiops 
Truncatus whose ROI detection is illustrated in the figure 7. The second is the signal bounded by 
the detected ROIs for a Globicephala melas emission, illustrated in figure 8. The both signals are 
sequences of underwater recordings provided by Technical Centre of Naval Systems from French 
Department of Weapons.    
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The last tested signal corresponds to a common dolphin whistle, downloaded from the web 
site www.dolphlinear.com/de_sound. 

For these test signals we apply the proposed algorithm. In the first stage, the signal regions of 
interest are detected, using the OCWT-IS based detector. In our work context – feature extraction – 
this first operation has two main purposes. Firstly, the reduction of signal length offers the 
conditions for the implementation of warping operators, used in the further stage. Secondly, 
processing signal only in a T-F region minimizes the number of artifacts caused to the noise.  

After the ROIs detection, for each corresponding signals, we apply the feature extraction 
procedure obtaining also the parameters of T-F components. The algorithm proposed in this paper 
has been designed to deal with multi-component and non-linear time-frequency behaviors. 
Therefore, the combination between the warping operator concept and the chirplet decomposition 
has been used. More precisely, the warping operators transform the non-linear T-F structures in 
linear ones. Furthermore, the new structures are estimated using a chirplet decomposition method. 
The final results are the estimation of the instantaneous frequency law of the T-F components. 
Generally, the estimated IFL of the kth component can be expressed as :      

( ) ( )0 0 0; ;
2 2

k k
k k k k k k

D D
t f m t t t tξ β  = + ∈ − + 

 
   (30) 

 

where t0k, f0k are the centers in time and frequency coordinates, Dk the duration, βk the modulation 
rate. These parameters are provided by the MPCE algorithm when applied on the linear T-F 
structure obtained after the warping operation Wk, directly related to the modulation law, mk(t).  

The virtues of this algorithm are illustrated by the following examples. We compare the 
obtained T-F image with the one provided by the spectrogram, which is the main tool for 
underwater signal analysis.  

Firstly, we consider a real signal corresponding on the detected ROIs of a Tursiops Truncatus 
emission (figure 7). Applying the WSD algorithm (similar to the one illustrated in figure 12) for the 
signals existing in the detected ROIs, we estimate nine T-F components, given by the figure 18. 

 

 
Figure 18.  Feature extraction from a Tursiops Marineland emission 

 
In the case of spectrogram, the representation of T-F contents is affected by the trade-off 

between time and frequency resolution. A better representation may be achieved by testing many 
spectrogram parameters (window type and length).  

Using the Warped Based Decomposition, for each detected ROI, three PFM components are 
estimated. The parameters of all PFM components are given in figure 18. The correspondence 
between these parameters and the associated T-F components are represented in the same figure. 
We observe that the T-F components estimated by WSD algorithm are visually close to the T-F 
behavior illustrated by the spectrogram. In addition, the WSD provides an analytical description of 
the IFLs. Based on this description, the signal emitted by a Tursiops Truncatus is composed by 
three time-frequency regions of interest. Each region of interest contains three power frequency 
modulations : the first one frequency decreasing, the second and third ones – frequency increasing.  

The short durations of the T-F components prove the capability of the WSD to deal with 
transient signals. Since the visual T-F information provided by both spectrogram and WSD 
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algorithm indicates three similar component sets, the values of the parameters of each ROIs justify 
objectively this similarity. 

Consequently, the both information types – visual and parametric - illustrated in figure 18 
provides a complete description of analyzed signal.  

We continue our analysis with a Globicephala Melas emission which has been the subject of 
the example given in previous section. Now, we consider both detected ROIs illustrated in figure 9. 
The analysis, via WSD, is illustrated in figure 19. As in the previous example, the spectrogram TFR 
is also pictured.      

 
Figure 19.  Feature extraction from a Globicephala melas  emission 

 
Obviously, as it is visually indicated by both spectrogram and WSD, the analyzed sequence is 

composed by two similar signal packets (figure 19). Each packet contains one tone signal (ξ1 and 
ξ5, respectively) and three power frequency modulations. In addition, the feature extraction 
provided by WSD algorithm objectively indicates the similarity degree between the both packets. 
Examining the table of figure 19, we observe that similar modulation types act in both packets : the 
orders of the PFMs and the modulation rates have the same values. Nevertheless, we can observe 
that the frequency centers of the T-F components have not the same values : the frequency center 
values of the second ROI are superior than the analogue values of the first packet. It could be 
explained by the Doppler effect induced by the source-receiver relative motion.  

We can also observe that the differences between this parameter are not the same. 
Consequently, the propagation environment has frequency dependent characteristics. The 
evaluation of the parameter variation, for many received characteristics, may lead to the quantitative 
analysis of propagation phenomenon of the environment where the source evaluates.         

With the remark that the spectrogram is unable to quantify the signal parameters variation, this 
example illustrates the capability of the WSD algorithm to analytically express the time-frequency 
features. 

The last example, consisting in a Dolphin whistle analysis, is illustrated in the figure 20.   

 
Figure 20.  Feature extraction from a Dolphin whistle 

 
In the case of Dolphin whistle, the visual and parametric (figure 20) information provides an 

analytical characterization of signal features. In the figure 20, we observe that the WSD can 
eliminate the noise from the T-F image. Observing also the noise existing in the spectrogram 
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representation, the noise robustness of the WSD algorithm is illustrated. This property is explained 
by the signal processing only in the detected ROI and by the performances of the WSD algorithm. 

The examples of this section, provided on real data, illustrate the performances of the 
proposed approach. We have seen that the WSD algorithm furnishes two information types : visual 
and parametric. The visual information consists in the time-frequency distribution of the signal. But, 
unlike the spectrogram, the information is clearly represented because only the estimated T-F 
components are plotted. 

The parametric information of the WSD provides the analytical characterization of the IFLs of 
the T-F components. This information, less intuitive than the visual one, could have a lot of 
applications, such as signal identification and classification, underwater environment 
characterization, underwater source separation and description, etc. 

The features and the possible applications of the proposed algorithm will be briefly 
commented in the next section.       

 
7. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES 

 
In this paper, we have presented a new method for underwater signal characterization in a 

passive context. It is well known that the underwater environment is a very difficult one, from 
signal processing point of view. The noise, the non-stationnarity and the diversity of the signals, are 
only few characteristics of underwater signal processing field. To deal with these, the time-
frequency methods constitute an attractive solution. 

 In this context, we proposed a new time-frequency based technique for feature extraction of 
underwater signal. We focused the development of this method on the marine-mammal emissions, 
which constitute richness sources of information about the underwater environment. Generally, the 
characterization of these types of signals implies the signal detection and feature extraction. In this 
paper, these signal processing stages have been the subjects of two proposed approaches. 

Firstly, we have proposed a filter bank-based method for the detection of transient parts of the 
signal. We have used the OCWT filter bank which provides a robust tool to detect the transient 
signals. Furthermore, in order to adapt the time-frequency partition according to the signal 
particularities, we proposed the use of an irregular sampling procedure. The construction of the 
irregular sampling grid is based on the discrimination between signal and environmental noise. This 
is provided by the 4th order statistical moments. The application of the irregular sampling procedure 
guaranties the satisfaction of theoretical conditions related to the noise whiteness. The proposed 
method, OCWT-IS, provides an optimal time-frequency partition and a set of detection curves. The 
set of these curves furnishes the signal regions of interest.  

The proposed OCWT-IS detector has been compared with two classical ones, based on 
spectrogram and Local Cosine Basis. The tests effectuated on synthetic and real data have proved 
the quality of the proposed approach from both detection performances and feature conservation 
points of view.   

In the second stage, we studied the problem of the characterization of signals contained by the 
detected ROIs. Since the detected signals are non-stationary, the time-frequency methods constitute 
the potential solution. For time-frequency representation of signal features, thanks to its operational 
capabilities and to the intuitive T-F information, the spectrogram is the most popular tool. 
Nevertheless, since the spectrogram analysis is a windowing-based method, the induced smoothing 
leads to T-F structure localization at different coordinates than the correct ones. Consequently, the 
accurate extraction of T-F parameters needs some additional procedures, difficult to design for a 
passive context.  

An alternative solution to deal with these types of T-F components consists in generating new 
time-frequency distributions based on warping operator concept. In this paper, the warping principle 
is used to furnish both signal modeling and representation.  

The first purpose-signal modeling, is based on the estimation of signal time-frequency non-
linearities. To do that, the analyzed signal is warped in some fashions and we estimate, for each 
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deformation, the virtual linear time-frequency structures (chirplets). These chirp-like components 
corresponds to the associated non-linear T-F components existing in the signal structure. The 
analysis of extracted chirplets and corresponding decomposition coefficients from all branches 
leads to the identification of T-F components of the signal. Therefore, the signal modeling provides 
the parametric information about the signal. The extracted parameters can be associated to the 
signal features. 

The second purpose - signal representation is aimed to furnish visual information about 
analyzed phenomenon. This is done by combining the warping-based TFRs of extracted component.    
 The performances of this algorithm, called Warping-based Signal Decomposition, have been 
evaluated in a real context, using some marine-mammal emissions. The main features of this 
algorithm have been illustrated.  
 Firstly, the analytical description of the IFLs, directly related to the visual time-frequency 
image, provides rich information about the analyzed signal. These two information types may be 
very useful in practical applications as underwater signal identification or classification. It is 
possible to synthesize the signal, since it is fully characterized by its parameters.    
  Secondly, we have seen that the proposed method furnishes an adaptive estimation over the 
time. Therefore, the parameter tracking could provide interesting information about the source 
evolution, environments parameters, etc.   
 The good performances in noise environment, illustrated on real data, guarantee the correct 
processing in real environment.   
 Nevertheless, the performances of the WSD algorithm depend on the number of warping 
operators that are used. Practically, this number is limited, and the consequences may be the 
apparition of false component or the looseness of some useful ones. On the other hand, since in a 
passive context the information about the underwater mammals emissions cannot be assumed, the 
complete analysis supposes a multi-disciplinary studies : signal processing, biologic, underwater 
engineering, etc. In this context, the main task of the proposed algorithm is to help in the processing 
of a huge volume of data. Furthermore, WSD can offer an alternative characterization of the 
underwater signals in terms of time-frequency component estimation.  

In future works, we will use this alternative description in underwater signal classification and 
oceanic passive tomography.  

For the first topic, the analysis of many underwater signal classes will be done. The study of 
discrimination capabilities provided by the extracted parameters must be also done.  

In theoretical field, two directions will be explored. Firstly, new implementation structures 
will be analyzed in order to improve the operational characteristics. Secondly, new warping 
techniques will be studied, to achieve a more accurate description of real signals.       
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